TRIPOD ATTACHMENT

Step 1: Locate the two adjustable tripod straps provided with the PhotoCross. To open the double gatekeeper clip, press the gate inwards then depress the top plastic bar in order to release the gate.

Step 2: Slide the opened double gatekeeper through the webbing loop and close it by depressing the top plastic bar and securing the gate.

Step 3: Fasten the straps horizontally on the front panel webbing loops to carry a tripod.

RAINCOVER ATTACHMENT

Step 1: Locate the red loop and black web leash. This is the top of the raincover.

Step 2: Place raincover over the top lip and pull the raincover to the bottom of the bag.

Step 3: Feed the black leash underneath the shoulder strap and through the red loop to secure. You may need to slightly turn the raincover so as to not impact the shoulder strap.
**PhotoCross - Product Instructions**

1. **SIDE-HANDLE FOR EASY BAG REMOVAL**
   
   When taking the bag off, use the side-handle to easily lift the bag up and over your head.

2. **PERSONAL GEAR ATTACHMENT – EXPAND YOUR CARRY CAPACITY**
   
   Fasten the straps diagonally on the front panel to carry different kinds of gear.

3. **ZIPPER PULL SECURITY – IMPROVE SECURITY WHILE TRAVELLING**
   
   To help deter theft in crowded areas, take one of the external zipper pulls and fit the t-shaped portion through the cord of the remaining zipper pull.

4. **WAIST BELT ATTACHMENT AND STORAGE**
   
   **Step 1:** To attach, fasten to the webbing loop on the opposite side of where the waist belt is attached.

   **Step 2:** When not in use, tuck the waist belt into the pocket on the rear panel of the PhotoCross.

5. **ADDITIONAL RESOURCES**

   Please visit our website and YouTube page for additional images and instructional videos:
   
   - mindshiftgear.com
   - youtube.com/MindShiftGear